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Global Solar Certification Network (GSCN)
Experience of being member

- SAMMLER is a solar collector and system manufacturer, exporting in more than 40 countries.
- Our factory is located in Greece

Challenges:
- In each geographical area required different certification
  - Europe (Solar Keymark)
  - America (SRCC – Energy Star)
- Increased cost to certify the products on each area
- Increased time to complete the certification on each area
Global Solar Certification Network (GSCN)
Experience of being member

Solution:
- Our collectors were already been certified by Solar Keymark. Through GSCN network we obtained SRCC and Energy Star certification:
  - Very fast
  - Low cost
  - Very simple as no re-testing or re-inspection was required.

In less than 30 days we started selling our products from Greece to U.S.
SOLERGY – a label for more transparency

Experience of using SOLERGY

- Helping our clients to make the right decision
- Easy to understand how efficient are our collectors
- Easy to compare the renewable heat which is produced
- Easy to understand the energy output in different climate areas
- Increasing our company’s image
- Increased our sales in different markets
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